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The following is a summary of METAL and METAL-related activities for 
the Austin METAL group during the month of January 1990. Throughout 
this month, as in the previous months, every person's focus was on pro
ducing the best possible system for release as of February 1990. Our con
cern for the release meant that everyone was involved in dealing with 
general problem-solving, as well as dealing with the specific tasks reported 
below. The English-German system was released to Munich on 2 February 
1990. 

Software 

Jennifer Oppenheim completed her work on the Intercoder in preparation 
for the system release. Her work entailed, among other things, imple
menting XFMs and tests for English-German VST transfer entries, imple
menting the use of PUT in XFMs for English-German AST and NST transfer 
entries, and modifying the Intercoder to handle the latest coding of ARGS 
in English VSTs. She also prepared the tapes for the transportation of the 
release system to Munich. 

Lexicon 

Robert Boone completed his work of coding and importing missing transfer 
entries for ASTs, ADV s, and other lexical categories, and began such work 
on NSTs. The NST work appears to be rather straightforward, but will take 
some time, given the large number of entries which must be entered or 
modified. 

Susan Chapman modified the English VST ARGS to conform to our decisions 
on coding some of the trickier frames and corrected problems in the lexi
cons which had been revealed in the syntax and consistency checks. The 
syntax problems· were elimimned· at the time of the release; some consis
tency problems remain, primarily with NSTs. Robert Boone is working on 
correcting these consistency problems. 



It should be noted at this point that Susan is responsible for coordinating 
all lexical work at this site, in addition to the specific tasks which she un
dertakes. Her consistently excellent work as our chief lexicographer is 
sometimes overlooked, but must be recognized. 

Lesley Jezierny completed her work on the English-German VST transfer 
entries, although the entries for VS Ts beginning with r, s, and t were done 
quickly and are now being coded more thoroughly. 

Grammar 

Robert Khan concentrated on improving the functionality of the compound 
and derivation rules. His particular concern was with instances of over
and undergeneration of compound rules. The result of this work is that 
the system is able to analyze compounds quite extensively, although some 
problems remain; generating compounds is not as well developed in the 
system as released. 

Jocelyn Liu spent all her time debugging the grammar, using two long 
benchmark texts from the FrameM aker documentation as an evaluation 
tool. Some of the areas of her work were: revising the treatment of 
gerundives, adding three new named procedures for analysis, revising the 
treatment of verbal and adjectival passives in the system, revising the . 
transfer of auxiliary verbs in sentences with ellipsis of the main verb, and 
revising the rules for conjoined subclauses. 

Ana Santisteban focused on parenthetical constructions and comparatives, 
as well as doing general grammar testing and repair. 

Michael Wiesner worked on: various lexicon tasks, the named procedures 
for generation of XPs to XPs (e.g., GEN-NP-TO-NP, GEN-NP-TO-PP), the 
treatment of corporate plurals, a procedure to convert the old TY values to 
new TY values, and the generation of subclauses. 

I concentrated on testing and revising the system's handling of construc
tions with prepositions, adverbials, and XMODs, and on issues connected 
with framing. In addition I edited the documentation for the system. 

Tommy Loomis and I were in Peoria, Illinois, 15-17 January, to present 
METAL to representatives of Caterpillar, Inc., the U.S. heavy equipment 
manufacturing company. Caterpillar is quite interested in MET AL as the 
MT component ·in an automated documentation system they are develop
ing for internal use. 
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